


Our Streets Now is a campaign demanding the right of women, girls and
marginalised genders to be safe in public spaces. How it has started?
Two sisters, 15 and 21, spoke about how they experience the world as
young women. About feeling afraid walking home at night. About being
harassed in their school uniform. About how their lives were restricted by
the fear of harassment. Channelling this anger into change, they
decided to start a petition. Hundreds of women, girls and marginalised
genders went online to share their stories of being insulted, followed
and assaulted on the streets of Britain. Soon enough, thousands of
voices were joining the Our Streets Now movement, tired of harassment
being a ‘normal’ part of growing up a girl. Our Streets Now became a
community determined to challenge the myths and taboos stopping this
topic from being discussed and challenged, out in the open. 

Join theJoin theJoin the
movementmovementmovement

now!now!now!
Website: https://www.ourstreetsnow.org/ Instagram: @ourstreetsnow
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O U R  W O R D S  

trigger warnings

Dear readers, 
welcome back! 

In this issue, we discuss the theme of allyship. 

In our first piece, our writer explores the road to
anti-racist allyship, drawing on personal
questionings on what it means to be an ally
fighting against racism. In our second piece, I
wrote a poem, looking at some of the thoughts
and feelings behind seeing someone you love
experiencing sexism. In our third piece, our writer
discuss the role and effectiveness of social media
movements that focus on different forms of
activism. In our fourth piece, our writer
investigates the lack of male allyship within
feminist movement(s), and calls out for more men
to become allies.

We hope you enjoy your reading!

Renata Guimarães Naso
Lead-Editor

This issue covers some sensitive topics

and may be triggering for some readers.

Each article will be marked with a

specific TW and we advise readers to seek

support if needed. Go to:

https://www.ourstreetsnow.org/support
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ARTICLE

The Road To Anti-The Road To Anti-
Racist AllyshipRacist Allyship

And BeyondAnd Beyond
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Written by  BECKY JOVY-FORD

Illustration by DANIELA ROTA
(@damppstudio)

As a white person, the road
to being an anti-racist ally
can be tricky. Our writer
knows this intimately as a
white woman with a Brown
wife and step-children.

Given that we have all been steeped within a system
of white supremacy, if we want to eradicate racism,
we need to unlearn the racist behaviour and beliefs
that white supremacy has created.(2) So, how do we
begin? 

Being an ally to Global Majority people (a term that
“affirms non-white people’s inherent power as the
majority of the world’s population”) is something many
white people aspire to be.(3) However, allyship is not
something that people from outside marginalised
groups get to bestow upon themselves. Rather they
should consider themselves aspiring allies and allow
the group to determine their acceptability as an ally or
otherwise, based on their ongoing and genuine work,
to do less harm not just to have that work noticed. 

Wanting to see an end to racism might sound like an
obvious goal to most of us, but the act of getting
there involves real concerted effort. The responsibility
should fall mainly on white people since the roots of
European racism stem from the centuries-long forms
of oppression that were colonialism and enslavement,
as well as by actively perpetuating racist systems,
practices and aggressions today.(1) But many (most?)
white people don’t see themselves as ‘racist’ and
aren’t aware that, while they may not be directly
responsible for the actions of their forebears, if racism
is to be fully eradicated, they (we) need to be
accountable now. For many white people, being
called racist is deeply troubling, but, as many
academics and social commentators agree, it is
necessary to begin to move out of our racism. 

TW racism, white supremacy and oppression,
cultural appropriation and micro-aggressions.

>>
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(1) 
(2) 
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)



This awakening also necessitates the realisation that

‘being racist’ is not just about derogatory, overtly racist,

hate-fuelled and ignorant language and violence. It is

also about the daily biases and micro-aggressions that,

as white people, we display because we live within a

culture of white supremacy - a world where being

white affords us more privileges than those in Global

Majority who have been racialised, without us having to

do anything to access or benefit from these privileges.

For many white people, the idea of ‘white supremacy’ is

far removed from us. A term reserved for white

extremists rather than a reality we all live within

because whiteness has been given preferential

meaning. A beneficial way of thinking about white

supremacy (and racism) is the analogy from Kyle

“Guante” Tran Myhre that “white supremacy is not a

shark; it is the water”.(7) In other words, it is not some

distant, evil ‘other’ (the shark) onto whom we can

project all our internalised racism. Instead, it is a

grubby sea that we ALL swim in and suffer from.
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        It’s a title only those who experience racism

can really bestow if and when we white people

prove we work on our racism on an ongoing basis

because it is the right thing to do rather than for

accolades or ‘cookies’.

And those two words, ‘our racism’, are crucial for

anyone ‘doing the work’ to become anti-racist.

Indeed, for many white people hearing that they

are racist often tips them into a defensive rage. I

know; I’ve been there! “My own racism” is a phrase

that, until quite recently, I had never considered. I’m

not racist, I thought to myself! The very idea! I’m a

left-wing, do-gooding sort. How can I possibly be

racist? Cue the beginnings of a journey to

understand the many ways I am racist, in thought

and deed.

To hear that we are racist is a bitter pill to swallow,

often requiring a total reassessment of who we

thought we were (and others).(4) It also, personally

speaking, has required a dawning and hideous

realisation of all the times I have inadvertently

behaved in a racist way and been completely

oblivious to it, unlike Global Majority people I have

harmed.

Most white, Global Minority people, like me, are

oblivious to the microaggressions and unconscious

biases we enact on Global Majority people. From

the language we use, for example, using terms

reminiscent of chattel slavery - ‘Master’ bedroom,

‘sold down the river’.(5) The assumptions we make,

for example, clutching our belongings to us when

we pass a Black man because we have internalised

their assumed criminality and the beliefs we hold

about people, for example, assuming that Global

Majority people don’t innately belong in Europe and

North America by always asking, ‘where are you

from?’(6)

>>

>>

Becky works for Diverse Leaders Group, a
company working towards creating
equality for all, as Campaign Lead and
writer of the Fragile White Female column.
She also writes the newsletter ‘Interesting
Things’ and writes poetry, amongst other
things, at @barefacedcreator. She lives in
the UK with her wife and their blended
family of four children.

meet the writer

https://diverseleadersgroup.com/
https://diverseleadersgroup.com/category/anti-racist-leaders/fragile-white-female/
https://beckyjovyford.substack.com/
https://www.instagram.com/barefacedpoet/
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Let’s remember here, though, that while white

supremacy affects us all negatively, this is hugely

disproportionate for people of Global Majority. They

are negatively impacted by white supremacy in the

workplace, education, criminal justice system,

healthcare, and all facets of life.(10) Moreover, the

events of 2020, the murder of George Floyd in the US

and many other innocent Black lives, and the

consequent emergence of the Black Lives Matter

movement have all forced us to examine the harsh and

regular truth - that being part of Global Majority can

often result in murder purely because of the colour of

one’s skin.

Once I was at least able to hear that I am racist, my

anti-racism journey started actually making progress.

No longer closed down to the word and its associations

with me, I could open up to exploring how my racism is

acted out, the many biases I have and, most

importantly, how I could begin to change. That started

with an appreciation that it isn’t enough to ‘not be

racist’; if a change is going to happen, it requires a

conscious movement towards anti-racism. That is,

taking an ACTIVE stance by standing up to and taking

action against racism in all its forms.

“…there is no neutrality in the racism struggle...One

either allows racial inequities to persevere, as a racist,

or confronts racial inequities, as an anti-racist. There is

no safe space of ‘not racist.’ The claim of ‘not racist’

neutrality is a mask for racism.(11) However, being

actively anti-racist is only one hurdle on the road to

allyship. Many white people, including me, embark on

becoming anti-racist only to discover that their ‘white

fragility’ gets in the way, tripping them up before

they’ve barely begun. But what is white fragility?

White fragility is a concept coined by the white author

and professor Robin DiAngelo in her 2019 book of the

same name.(12)

        Indeed, as Lea Jovy-Ford elucidates about

how white supremacy affects us all in the

workplace in her column 'Race To The Top', “Many

companies focus on hiring for culture fit with a

strong focus on “people like us”. This feels

comfortable, a known entity, a harmonious work

environment with little friction, challenge or

disagreement. There’s just one problem with that…

the assumption that friction, challenge and

disagreement are ‘bad’. In companies that value

homogeneity over diversity, “groupthink” and

agreement stifle creativity, diversity of thought (and

therefore critical thinking) and miss out on the

benefits of cross-cultural wisdom.”(8) 

Furthermore, according to Janice Gassam Asare,

white people stand to benefit from the erosion of

white supremacist structures. Demographers

predict that by 2045 the population of the USA will

be majority non-white. She also shares a 2019

racial wealth gap study by McKinsey and Company

that found that closing the racial wealth gap would

benefit everyone in the U.S. Gassam Asare also

points to the issues of environmental racism, which

shows that Global Majority people tend to bear the

brunt of environmental issues, a situation that none

of us can afford to ignore given the environmental

crisis we all face. 

“Deconstructing oppressive systems will benefit

white people because white supremacy forces

everyone to chase unrealistic and unattainable

white norms and standards or face harsh

consequences for not adhering to and modeling

these standards. Anyone can find themselves

deviating from what is deemed as the pinnacle of

white perfection. Freedom and liberation of all

marginalized groups are predicated on shattering

and dismantling white supremacy.“(9) 

>>

>>
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It's easy to give up (because, hey, it’s not a matter of

life or death for us). And yet, Global Majority people

don’t get to give up and walk away from racism. The

very least white people can do is deconstruct their

racism using the tools, resources and support provided

for them by Global Majority people! 

Another obstacle on the road to allyship can be our

attachment to problematic aspects of our identities.

For example: historical representations that laud

individuals who were involved in enslaving other

humans (statues, history books etc.); popular TV shows

or films that feature micro-aggressions or even overt

racism; acts of cultural appropriation, such as white

people wearing dreadlocks; use of language that is

outdated and/or has racist historical origins or

connotations; continuing to engage in a culture devoid

of representation or accurate representation.(15) 

Many white people find the challenge to these parts of

their cultural identity and national psyche to be like a

personal attack and often respond with fragility.

Clinging on to our whitewashed history and refusing to

acknowledge other truths see us clinging to tawdry and

inhumane aspects that serve white supremacy and

keep racism in play. Only by being willing to let go of
our fondness for the familiarity of a past that was
founded on a belief in superiority can we ever hope
to become allies to eradicate racism.

        It is a problematic term for various reasons,

not least because DiAngelo has made a bucket

load of cash from her academic studies of

whiteness.(13) Many Global Majority Diversity,

Equity and Inclusion (DEI) practitioners rightly take

issue with this, as it is another example of white

supremacy, even in a sphere where people from 

 Global Majority are the experts of bitter

experience.

White fragility encapsulates a common defensive

response by white people to suggestions that their

whiteness gives them privilege and advantage. It is

a weapon that white people often use to make it

both unpleasant and pointless for Global Majority

people to challenge us or share their experiences.

White fragility functions in many ways. These are

some common ones: white tears when even hearing

about racism (an effective tool in not doing much

more than crying about it); minimising racism to

protect other white people; prioritising white

comfort over Black and Brown people’s lived

experience; getting defensive when challenged.(14) 

Identifying and taking action on how our fragility

impedes our good-intentioned anti-racist work is

crucial for us ever to be considered allies. And it’s

hard work. It’s uncomfortable. 

>>

book
recommendation TITLE I’m Tired Of Racism

AUTHOR Sharon Hurley Hall
PUBLISHER originally published on Sharon’s
Anti-Racism Newsletter
YEAR 2022
LANGUAGE English
GENRE Essays
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It looks like putting this passive education and learning

into actually changing things. Which looks like calling it

out when you see racism happening. It looks like

challenging friends and family when they are racist. It

looks like not being afraid of being cut off from your

community. It looks like amplifying Global Majority

people’s voices and not centring your own. It looks like

holding yourself and others accountable.(21) It looks

like sharing resources and educating those around you

in your communities. It looks like educating your

children to do better. It looks like challenging systemic

racism by writing letters, sending emails and making

your voice heard. It looks like protesting. It looks like

joining with other people to get your voices heard en

masse.(22) 

And on that note, it’s worth adding that being an ally

isn’t the only goal. It has been suggested that for

racism to be eradicated at the systemic level requires

accomplices.(23) While it may sound like a criminal

activity, the word accomplice actually has Latin roots

meaning folding together, giving a sense of

cooperation and community. Being an accomplice

means committing to being a part of tackling the

structural, institutional and pervasive racism that keeps

white supremacy alive and flourishing. 

Wherever you are on your anti-racism journey, the

important part is that you’re on it. Committing to anti-

racist action gives us a real chance to create not just

equity but real equality in our lifetime! Our individual

work as allies and our community work as accomplices

can make it possible to eradicate racism. I don’t know

about you, but that’s something I want to be complicit

and intentional in bringing about.

        It’s all very well talking about being an ally and

what that doesn’t look like, but what does it look

like in daily practice?(16) First and foremost, it looks

like a commitment to getting uncomfortable

because this will get uncomfortable! It looks like

committing to doing the work of becoming anti-

racist and unlearning the assumptions, biases and

prejudice that we have all absorbed under a system

of white supremacy. Every. Single. Day. It looks like

actively seeking out and hearing the experiences of

Global Majority people. It looks like finding

community spaces where other people are actively

doing this work.(17) It looks like doing your own

research and not expecting Global Majority people

to educate you. It looks like reading books on anti-

racism by Global Majority authors. It looks like

getting out of ‘safe’ white spaces and spending

time with Global Majority people. It looks like

joining an anti-racism group(18) to learn to do

better and create an anti-racist action plan.(19) It

looks like beginning to SEE the racism all around

you. It looks like learning to trust the voices of the

people who actually experience that racism and

not being the arbiter of whether it is or isn’t racism

in the first place.

But most of all, it looks like taking ACTION.(20)

>>

book
recommendation
TITLE How To Be An Anti-Racist
AUTHOR Ibram X. Kendi
PUBLISHER The Bodley Head
YEAR 2019
LANGUAGE English
GENRE Autobiography
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Illustration by OLGA MASEVICH 
(@o.m.doodles)
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Him: You should value my work. I am going to work tomorrow. And
see, I am the one who has a job! 

Her: You mean.. another job than raising our children? 

Him: No, an actual job! I bring the money to this house! 

— 

And patriarchy reveals itself again! 

Listening to this conversation
ears bleeding
eyes speeding
head turning and getting out of my body
over and over again.
He strikes with his filthy patriarchal mouth
over and over again
he wants her respect, but all he can get is pity and resentment.
Someone was punching me in the stomach
how is she feeling?
I look at her with eyes of support
I gaze at him with coldness
I interlock my hands with hers 
as we climb, we crush the concrete structure with our feet 
we dismantle his ground 
we rise. 



T H E R E  I S  N O  R O O M

F O R  C O N D I T I O N S  I N

Y O U R  A L L Y S H I P

ARTICLE
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Written by  CHARLOTTE DI PLACIDO

Illustration by KRIZIABEL ALQUEZA
(kriziabel)

Over the last five years,
nothing has contributed
more to the rise of
engagement with
movements than social
media. But how much has it
helped the causes
themselves, and are people
still as committed to them
when they are not on their
phones? Our writer looks at
the response to significant
events in social justice
through the lens of
conditional allyship.

TW abortion, misogyny, murder, police brutality,
racism.

Each year, Dictionary.com selects a word that sums up
the year. Previous recent winners have included
pandemic, misinformation and identity, which all very
succinctly describe distinct aspects of the state of the
world and our lives. In 2021, the word “allyship” was
not only chosen as the Word of the Year but was the
first word to win the accolade that was only added to
the dictionary in that year.(1) What made that word so
critical in our lexicon in the space of one year?

After the murder of George Floyd on 25th May 2020,
in the US, the word “allyship” really came into popular
usage. The murder of a Black man on video, coupled
with the unease and fragility of our lives at the time
due to the pandemic, led the public reaction to be
what it should always be when faced with actions like
this: disgust and anger. Protest marches of people,
irrespective of their backgrounds, lined the streets of
cities.(2) Racial inequality was at the forefront of
everything. Petitions were signed, money was donated,
rallies were organised, and social media was leading
the charge as the primary channel where people could
send the powerful message that we stand united
against racism. >>
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        Only they didn’t get it right. Thousands of

captions and comments from white creators

appeared, saying things like “I am so shocked by

what has happened…” or “I just can’t believe it.”

They might have thought that the sentiment was

there, but all this did was highlight the enormous

gulf of ignorance between the white creators and

the social justice issues they believed themselves to

be tackling. Of course, Black people certainly could

believe what had happened because it had always

happened to them. In reality, the creators could

have just captioned their black squares and reposts

with “I am so privileged that this has never even

crossed my mind. It would be improbable to ever

happen to me.”

Posting black squares and tweeting #BlackOutTuesday

served to build and maintain credibility with popular

creators as there was a disconnect between their lack

of posting history on the topics that they suddenly

wanted to jump on the bandwagon of. This is how we

have arrived at the memeification of social justice

activism.(3) By ensuring that their content was in line

with what was “trending” at the time, they could grow

their follower base and gain more engagement,

ultimately making more money. The #BlackLivesMatter

hashtag was overwhelmed with black squares on

Instagram, resulting in vital information being drowned

out.(4) Non-Black people were scrambling to raise their

hand and confirm their commitment to a long-standing

movement so as not to be “left out” whilst making it

more difficult for the actual movement to share key

resources and build genuine support. The irony wasn’t

lost on Black people. As columnist Yomi Abdi wrote in

September 2020, “if your commitment to a movement

is shallow, the results will be just that: shallow.(5)

In the following months, numerous TikTok accounts

showed videos of white people outside the broken

shop windows after the George Floyd murder riots. You

must have heard statements like, “I agree with what the

protesters are saying, but I can’t back them up now

that they’ve damaged businesses.” How often, be it

online or in person, have you seen a person from a

marginalised group irritably explain why they deserve

rights, only to be met with, “there’s no need to be rude.

This is how you lose support.” The idea that oppressed

people should be using their own lived experiences in

order to educate someone who hasn’t bothered to do

their own research is bad enough, but to then expect

that person to express that story in a way that is

palatable to you is plain offensive. 

>>

>>
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        Threatening to remove your support if the

person isn’t appealing to you anymore can not ever

be called “allyship”, and agreeing with a cause

simply to placate the individuals working tirelessly

for it can not ever be called “allyship.”

The effects of conditional allyship are apparent

when intersectional feminism is under the

microscope. A group of “feminists” might declare

that we are all in it together against the patriarchy

until a Black and/or transgender woman begins to

discuss her experiences with misogyny. Suddenly,

the very presence of the fellow woman is no longer

seen as support to the cause - she becomes a

direct threat. Our society’s issue with selective

feminism is weaved throughout our entire lives. We

follow the “body positive” influencer on Instagram

but make fun of overweight women behind their

backs. We idolise the woman making lots of money

as a CEO but ridicule a woman making lots of

money through OnlyFans. We worship our athletes

when they achieve success in their field, as long as

they’re not “loud” or “aggressive” or, "worst of all,

gay".(6) Only when a woman meets our idea of

what a woman should be, does she deserve

respect.

>> The recent overturning of Roe vs Wade, in the US, has

been met with enormous backlash, and nowhere is it

more evident than on TikTok. Again though, a clear

example of conditional allyship has reared its ugly

head. As Childish Gambino’s 2018 hit “This Is America”

is being used as the soundtrack for pro-choice videos,

Black women have expressed that the song, which is

about gun violence and race relations in the USA, is

better to stay as that. They’ve suggested that maybe

we use a new symbol, a new song or a new

catchphrase to represent the pro-choice protest

movement. These women have been told that Roe vs

Wade is a bigger issue than race at the moment as if

the two aren’t intrinsically linked, and that they are

simply causing trouble when we’re all on the same side.

People in positions of privilege can simply separate

these conversations into race, sex and identity - topics

that they can pick up and drop at will. They have the

privilege not only to ignore the fact that the most

marginalised people are those who exist in all groups

but also to drop a discussion when it’s no longer

trending or convenient to them. >>

book
recommendation
TITLE Why I’m No Longer Talking to White
People About Race
AUTHOR Reni Eddo-Lodge
PUBLISHER Bloomsbury Publishing
YEAR 2018
LANGUAGE English
GENRE Non-Fiction



Therefore, it cannot be allyship. It is box-ticking to

appease others and yet still maintain your prejudices.

Confronting systemic discrimination involves

acknowledging the privilege you have that’s enabled

you not to be affected by the issue until you’re exposed

to discussions surrounding it. It involves a level of

discomfort and embarrassment that we should be more

than happy to go through in order to try and

understand the plight of marginalised groups.

The word “allyship” itself is a reminder that we can

evolve our own language based on what is important -

not necessarily for us personally, but for society to

move in a better direction - and we all have some

serious work to do in ensuring that our behaviours and

actions reflect that.
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        During the pandemic, the widely recognised

LGBTQ+ rainbow flag began gaining traction as a

symbol of solidarity for the UK National Health

System (NHS). When queer people questioned this

and suggested something else could be used to

stand for the NHS, conditional allyship reared its

head yet again.(7) People wrote articles

commenting on how the rainbow flag represents a

symbol of safety for a long oppressed community

and highlighting that its new double usage could

lead to further erasure and ignorance.(8) Proving

their point straight away were people in the

comments section reacting with defensiveness and

hostility - “no-one owns the rainbow” and “why

aren’t gay people proud of the NHS?” The wider

society only supported queer people when they

nodded along, but not when it was suggested that

they changed their actions to be more beneficial to

the cause. In other words, support is dissolved when

the queer voices cause any sort of discomfort.

So, where has conditional allyship got us? In a

National Public Radio/Ipsos survey conducted in

August 2020, nearly 67% of white respondents

were optimistic that in 10 years, Britain will be a

more diverse and tolerant place to live.(9) However,

National Polling Data in the UK suggests that a

sustainable Black-white allyship in favour of the

Black Lives Matter movement is diminishing.(10) In

the workplace, more than 60% of employees

consider themselves allies to women of colour at

work. Still, less than a third of white employees say

that they’ve consistently taken a stand to support

racial equity.(11) 

And what does conditional allyship really stand for?

If your support and actions depend on what that

person has done for you personally, it isn’t support. 

>>

Charlotte is a content specialist and writer
based in North Yorkshire. A lover of motion
pictures, Charlotte’s writing is primarily
made up of opinion pieces on movies and
television shows. As an advocate of social
justice, she is dedicated to a life-long
journey of evolution and growth through
information.

meet the writer
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WHERE ARE
ALL THE 

MALE
FEMINISTS?
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Written by  CHLOE MEEK

Illustration by HAVVANUR SONMEZ
(@aykimkio)

Our writer analyses the
lack of male allyship within
feminist movement(s).

TW abortion, sexual violence, suicide.

Influencers like Blair Imani and Alok Vaid-Menon, as
well as women-led groups such as UN Women and
Women’s Equality Party, all took to Instagram to display
their disgust and disappointment at this backwards
step in women’s rights and humanity as a whole.
However, it didn’t take many other women, alongside
me, long to realise that we were hearing no outrage
(or anything) from most men. Men I’d see passionately
discussing the football scores on their Instagram daily
have failed to acknowledge such a crucial and tragic
historical moment. 

I potentially thought that my timeline was just an
anomaly and that men elsewhere were advocating
against this injustice. I was soon proved wrong when a
poll on body confidence influencer Alex Light’s
Instagram story revealed that 65% of participants
stated that they hadn’t seen any men discussing Roe V
Wade. I am not alone in feeling this disappointment in
men’s silence.

Following the nauseating news that the US Supreme
Court had overturned Roe V Wade, meaning that
abortion will become criminalised in many states,
we’ve seen women and people of marginalised
genders everywhere posting their grief online.

>>

https://www.instagram.com/aykimkio/#
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        Jameela Jamil posted on her Instagram story:

‘to most of the men I know and follow. I’m watching

you say and do nothing’. Similarly, disability and

LGBTQ+ activist Sophie Butler wrote on her social

media ‘P.s straight cis men, would be a great time

to see some of you speaking up, as not only are you

taken seriously, we all know many of you have also

benefitted from safe abortion access…’.

However, this male ode to silence is not an isolated

incident, as many men have long been silent on

marginalised genders’ and women’s issues. During

Men’s Mental Health Month (November), we saw all

genders raising awareness and supporting men

going through troubling times; on the Instagram

hashtag #mensmentalhealthweek, one of the top

posts is from the eminent @feminist account (with

6.4 million followers), and many of the other top

posts on these hashtags are from female accounts. 

>> But where was the male support when it was

announced the Supreme Court overturned Roe V

Wade? Where was the support when Sabina Nessa and

Sarah Everard were attacked and murdered in the UK?

Where is the mass, cis male outcry against the narrow-

minded system and society that sees the constant

surge of trans suicide rates? Although it is critical to

recognise that cis women also have a long way to go in

supporting the trans community. It seems men have no

trouble sticking up for themselves, but when it comes

down to women's and marginalised genders' rights,

most men have turned a blind eye. Where are all the

male allies who will fight for us the way we fight for

them? 

It is no surprise that you will more often see feminist

allies in the forms of gay men and trans men than you

would straight, cis men. Billy Porter, Schulyer Bailey, Joe

Lycett, Law Roach, Tom Allen, and Lil Nas X are just a

few examples of LGBTQ+ men who openly share their

feminist viewpoints with the world. This is not to say

that misogyny doesn’t exist in LGBTQ+ spaces, the

same way that homophobia still exists in female

communities. However, the shared experiences of

marginalisation (albeit in very different, intersecting

forms and extents) allow men within the LGBTQ+

community to empathise more with feminism and

grapple for equality.(1)

Women and other marginalised genders bear the brunt

of sexual violence, underrepresentation in positions of

power and government(2), inadequate societal

treatment(3), unequal workplace treatment(4), and

now in the US, not having control over their own

bodies.(5) On top of this, we are also responsible for

fighting the battle against this alone, without the

support of men. >>

meet the writer

A rights assistant at Hachette Children’s
Group after graduating in September with a
first-class honours degree in Media,
Journalism and Publishing at Oxford Brookes
University, Chloe has a passion for writing,
editing and reading. In the future, she hopes
to build a career in feminist activism.
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"Instead of taking measures to prevent men from
committing these acts and thoroughly investigating

dubious men within the police force, women were blamed
for what they needed to do better to ensure they didn't find

themselves in similar situations."
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        When Sarah Everard and Sabrina Nessa were

murdered by men in the UK, it was women who

were given the responsibility of making sure this

doesn’t happen again; the Metropolitan Police told

women to educate themselves on how to identify

real police officers, the rules on off-duty police

officers and what the police are allowed to

stop/arrest you for.(6) If we felt unsafe in the

presence of a police officer, we were advised to

‘shout out to a passer-by, run into a house or wave

down a bus’.(7) Instead of taking measures to

prevent men from committing these acts and

thoroughly investigating dubious men within the

police force, women were blamed for what they

needed to do better to ensure they didn't find

themselves in similar situations.

Not only do women face the brunt of sexism and

fight it alone, but we also have to justify our fight

against insecure men. After the rightful outrage

that followed Sarah Everard’s murder, ‘Men’s Rights

Activists’ (a term for men who don’t realise feminism

also benefits them) started the hashtag #notallmen

in an attempt to belittle the feminist movement and

centre the discussion around them, instead of real

issues such as male sexual violence towards

women.(8) Whilst we are aware that not all men

commit violence against women, nevertheless, in

2020, it was reported that a woman is killed by a

man every three days in the UK(9), 92% of

defendants in domestic abuse-related prosecutions

were male(10), 93% of killers in England and Wales

were men(11), and 99% of gender-based violence

were committed by men.(12) Although these figures

are almost unbelievably high, trans women are four

times more likely to experience ‘violent

victimisation, including rape and sexual assault’

than their cisgender counterparts.(13)

>> This is due to the ongoing attack on trans existence

caused by discrimination from the public and

government; trans conversion therapy is still legal in the

UK, and it is reported that PM Rishi Sunak is attempting

to minimise trans rights within the Equality Act.(14) So

whilst it is not all men that harm women, almost all

harm done unto women is committed by men.

Men jump very quickly to defend themselves against

empty accusations, so why don’t they jump to our aid

when needed? Jameela Jamil summarised this

argument in a tweet: ‘It’s true that not all men harm

women', she tweets. 'But do all men work to ensure

their fellow men do not harm women? Do they interrupt

troubling language and behaviour in others? Do they

have conversations about women’s safety/consent with

their sons?...You don’t get to exclude yourself from the

wrong side unless you’re actively fighting on the right

side.’(15) This emphasises the importance of male

allyship. Men need to speak out against misogyny and

engage other men around them in the conversation.>>

book
recommendation
TITLE Feminists Don't Wear Pink (and
other lies)
AUTHOR Scarlett Curtis
PUBLISHER Penguin
YEAR 2018
LANGUAGE English
GENRE Feminist Non-fiction
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      Unfortunately, male opinion and leadership are

more valued and respected than a woman’s,

emphasising the overwhelmingly positive impact

and increased following the feminist movement

would experience if men were to voice support

openly. In 2019 a US survey revealed that 70% of

men felt respected within society compared to 48%

of women.(16) Furthermore, a mere 26% of CEO

positions in the UK are occupied by women. (17) A

2018 US study revealed that one factor for this

inequality is that women are less likely to be

‘perceived as leaders’ than men.(18) This stems from

old-fashioned female stereotypes of being passive

housewives and masculine connotations of being a

‘breadwinner’.

A considerable factor preventing substantial male

allyship within feminist(s) movement(s) is the beliefs

and reinforcement of ‘toxic masculinity’ that many

men have been brought up with.(19) ‘Toxic

masculinity’ perpetuates harmful stereotypes and

expectations of ‘men’ within society and is also a

key factor in the motivations towards men’s

violence against women and anti-feminism.(20) 

>> It is a term that has seen a surge in usage over recent

years, and while it is a valid point, it may solely

highlight the minimum standards of men. It is

imperative that this is not the only mainstream

discussion surrounding masculinity. In a Ted Talk

entitled ‘Boys won’t be boys. Boys will be what we

teach them to be’, activist Ben Hurst advises that we

embrace discussions of ‘positive masculinity’ and the

male potential to have ‘healthy, fruitful and happy’

relationships with others and themselves. A 2020 study

published by the Journal of Preventative Medicine

showed a ‘direct correlation between the perpetuation

of traditional masculinity (including traits such as

strength,aggression, independence), poor mental

health, and violent behaviour’.(21) This form of

masculinity inhibits many men’s ‘emotional expression’

and results in conformity to aggressive and dominant

expectations.(22) It also inhibits willingness to defend

women’s rights as peer pressure, and fear of their

masculinity being diminished/misinterpreted prohibit

the issuance of vocal support.(23) Also, advocating for

women’s rights has connotations of being ‘gay’ for

many men, demonstrating how sexism and homophobia

are interrelated as both are key indicators of perceived

masculinity within male counterparts. >>

Things men
can do to
support
women and
marginalised
genders

Call out other men on sexist, racist, homophobic, transphobic and prejudicial
comments - it’s the only way we will denormalise this bigotry.
Speak out in small ways, even if that’s reposting another feminist’s post, or
making a comment on a political issue, showing other men where you stand
may convince other men to do the same.
Educate yourself on women’s and marginalised groups’ issues, and read
articles, books, and testimonials of those being oppressed to familiarise
yourself with the struggles minorities and women face to prepare you for
defending our rights.
Listen to marginalised genders’ voices around you about their lived
experiences.
Understand the privileges you hold and how you may be unconsciously
benefitting from them, and consider how other genders may have more
obstacles to face for even minute situations that you may take for granted.
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        These homophobic attitudes also reflect the

derogatory attitudes that many young men have

towards marginalised genders and races. In a 2020

study entitled, ‘A Fear and Hope Study of 16-24

year olds’ by the Hope not Hate Charitable Trust, it

was found that from a study of 2,076 adults from

across the UK, 1 in 5 16-24-year-old men believe in

racist and anti-semitic conspiracy theories.

Additionally, 50% say that feminism has ‘gone too

far’, 39% of those had consumed media by Tommy

Robinson; a far-right, anti-Islamic activist; and 36%

had consumed media by Paul Joseph Watson; a far-

right political commentator.(24) Being raised with

problematic ideologies of masculinity has created

a ‘manosphere’ around many men, causing them to

be surrounded by those with the same sexist and

unprogressive beliefs.(25) 

Among many things, ‘toxic masculinity’ proliferates

the egos of men who consider themselves ‘alpha

males’ (a man assuming masculine and

domineering stereotypes, such as suppressing

emotion and acting violently) and leads them to

believe they deserve whatever they want. These

traits can result in negative, idealised

characteristics of masculinity, such as actions of

violence.(26) Many men also violently act upon

female rejection, and a survey by the University of

Cleveland found that many ‘socially dominant’ men

feel ‘sexually entitled’ to women.(27) Abolishing

these destructive principles will aid women,

marginalised genders, and men.

Another reason for the inadequate number of male

feminists is that the feminist(s) movement(s) has

long been wrongly associated as a ‘man-hating’

movement by some men (and women) who perceive

feminism as an active effort to ‘disadvantage men

and decrease their power’.(28) 

>> IInevitably, some people will hate men (misandrists)

who claim to be feminists, but much like TERFS (Trans-

exclusionary radical feminists) are not feminists,

misandrists are not feminists as both do not reflect the

intersectional values of equality.

This is not to say that cis male support is non-existent.

Some male-led movements strive for equality and fight

male violence against women, such as ‘He For She'(29)

(a movement seeking to ‘accelerate progress towards

gender equality’) and Police Scotland’s ‘That Guy’

campaign(30) (a campaign educating men on how to

identify problematic traits). These movements are a

step in the right direction, but there is still more to be

done before male solidarity is normalised.

In the past, some feminists have claimed that men

could not be feminists because they most likely have

not shared the same experiences that many women

have, such as being valued solely on appearance,

experiencing sexual violence, and receiving inadequate

societal or workplace treatment due to their gender.

(31) However, the Merriam-Webster dictionary definition

of feminism is ‘belief in, and advocacy of the political,

economic, and social equality of the sexes expressed

especially through organised activity on behalf of

women's rights and interest’.(32) Anyone who believes

in gender equality is a feminist, regardless of their

gender. In reality, feminism benefits everyone. Whilst

making a more equal and accessible world for all

women, feminism strives to dismantle the patriarchy

and free men from the toxic masculine ideals that it

upholds. 
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